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We describe algebraic techniques that enable us to apply methods of finite semigroup theory 
to arbitrary infinite semigroups. This will be used in later papers to put global coordinates on 
semigroups and their morphisms, and to study languages and automata that are not finite-state. 
I. Pntroduction 
1. Global theory of semigroups 
The goal of the global theory of semigroups is to put global coordinates on 
arbitrary (finite or infinite) semigroups and their morphisms - up to embedding and 
. division. 
This way of studying semigroups originated in automata theory, where the 
following two notions are fundamental: 
(1) Simulation: An automaton A is simulated by an automaton B if a subauto- 
maton of B maps homorphically onto A (we shall not need to go into more deta:ls); 
this notion is important since, instead of studying a given automaton A, it is often 
enough to study another automaton B which simulates A (i.e. B can do everything 
that A can do, and possibly more). 
The algebraic form of simulation is semigroup division: the semigroup S divides 
the semigroup T (denoted S < T) iff there exists a subsemigroup T’ of T (which is 
denoted by T’s T) such that T’ maps homorphically onto S; in symbols S+ T’s T. 
(2) Series-parallel (or cascade) composition of automata, which is algebraically 
described by the wreath product, and the direct product of semigroups or transfor- 
mation semigroups; we shall not require more details here (see [4], (61). 
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It is often useful to simulate a given automaton by a series-parallel composition 
of simpler automata - as is done e.g. in the Krohn-Rhodes theorem (see 141). 
Global theorems of semigroups take then the following form: Given a semigroup 
S, there exist semigroups T and X, and a morphism # such that S L TsX; 
moreover X is built up from more elementary semigroups (‘building blocks’) using 
element3ry operations. 
Discussion. How good a global theorem is, depends on how well the following 
antagonistic goals are reached: 
(1) X should be close to the particular semigrwp S (have those properties of S 
that are considered important in the applications); the building blocks (that form 
the coordinate sets for X) should be closely related to S; the morphism @ and the 
embedding zs should be ‘nice’. 
(2) The global coordinatization f X should be simple, and the multiplication of 
elements of X should be easy to perform in terms of the coordinates; in fact, the 
same coordinatization scheme X should be applicable in a general way to as many 
different semigroups S as possible. 
The idea of a global coordinatization, when applied to morphisms, leads to the 
notion of a kernel for semigroup morphisms, generalizing the kernel of group 
theory; see [9, Part II] for a systematic oordinatization method for morphisms: to 
@ : S --n T one associates the ‘derived semigroup’ D(e), with the property that the 
following diagram commutes (where 0 is the wreath product, p is the projectiull): 
SrD(@)o T 
Q I/ P 
T 
so @ =p Is (restriction of projection p to S). 
In general, a surmorphism @ : S --n T is coordinatized (up to embedding) if there 
exist semigroups Fi (i E I) and an operation 0 such that: 
(1) X=O((Fi)iEI, T) is a semigroup and SSX (this constitutes a coordinatization 
of S); denote by j : SGX the embedding of X into X. 
(2) The projection p : ((A)i,r, t) E X+ t E T is a morphism. 
(3) The following diagram commutes, or equivalently @ =p 1s 
(so @ is equal to a projection, restricted to a subsemigroup). 
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emark. One could generalize further, and say that @ is coordinatized if it is defined 
on a coordinatized semigroup, and can be described by operations that are done 
directly on the coordinates (without referring to the multiplication in S). 
2. Semigroup expansions 
From the point of view of global theory of semigroups it is natural that one 
should want to replace a given semigroup S by a semigroup S such that qs : S-S 
(S is a homomorphic image of S), and such that S is easy to coordinatize. 
More precisely, we are interested in functors (T) from the category of semigroups 
and homomorphisms into special categories of semigroups and morphisms; such a 
functor (r) is called an expansion if in addition there exists a natural transformation 
q from the functor (y) to the identity functor, such that each qs is surjective. 
So, given a semigroup S there exists an expanded semigroup S and a surmorphism 
qs : s +S; given a morphism @ : S + T, there exist semigroups S, T, and a mor- 
phism 6 such that $ : s+ F, if @ is surjective, 6 should also be surjective; and (func- 
toriality): If id is the identity function of S then id is the identity of S, and if 
S 9, TA U, then G= 8s; moreover (natural transformation) the following 
diagram commutes: 
The same ~‘kc~ssiora as for global theorems of semigroups can be made for expan- 
sions: (1) How close is S to S, i.e. what properties of S are preserved in S by r~s? 
(2) How nice a structure does S have? 
We shall now give two trivial expansions, which will serve as the ‘raw material’ 
for later, useful expansions; in particular, we shall construct expansions S to which 
many techniques of finite semigroup theory can be applied (where S is an arbitrary 
finite or infinite semigroup). Applications are mentioned in Part III of this paper. 
3. Almost finite expansions 
Let + Ed, CY, s8, By, etc. denote the Green relations; for example, if 
s, t E S we write ssY t iff (&, y E S ‘) : s =xty (S’ denotes the monoid generated by 
the semigroup S; see [6] or [12] for classical definitions and notations). 
A semigroup S is finite-pabove iff for every ele,nent s of S there exist 
only finitely many elements t in S with t +s (i.e. VSE S, the set {t E S 1 t zp} is 
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finite). Equivalently, every $-class of S is finite, and each JWass of S has only 
finitely many 3clanses pabove it. 
We call such semigroups ‘almost finite’, informally speaking, because techniques 
of finite semigroup theory apply to them very easily. One uses the fact that the Rees 
quotients {t E S 1 t2tf J} U (0) are finite semigroups (for every $-class J). 
Moreover, such semigroups have a well-defined height-function denoted hj, 
given by: for s E S, ,hg(s) is the length of the longest strict fchain ascending from 
s (i.e. hg(s)=max{n~(ZXsr,...,s,,_l~S):s<~s~_I<B~~~<~sr}). 
If S is finite-Fabove, then hf is defined on all of S; moreover every #class 
of S is finite (hence every .3-, 95, and all .&class, and every subgroup of S are 
finite); and every fclass J of S has direct successors and direct predecessors in the 
cg-order, and the number of predecessors (above J) is finite. 
Obviously all these definitions can be made for the other Green relations B’, 9 
and K However, for these relations the term ‘almost finite’ would be less 
justifiable. 
Remark. It is easy to prove that if a semigroup is both finite-sabove and finite-& 
above, then it is finite+above (see Fact 8.12). 
Remark. The existence of the h, function is stronger than the ascending chain con- 
dition (a.c.c.) on the f-order (a.c.c. on j says that each ascending chain is finite; 
hf says that, in addition, there exists a bound on the lengths of all these finite 
ascending chains starting from a given SE S). The existence of hf is weaker than 
the a.c.c. on ideals (e.g. the null semigroup {xn 1 n E IN} U (0) where 0 is a zero and 
XiXj = 0 Vi, j has hf , but it does not have a.c.c. on ideals: take the chain 
In = {x1 , . . . , x,) U (0)); a.c.c. on ideals implies hy (if Fchains ascending from some 
s E S were unbounded, form an infinite ascending chain of ideals by adding f-classes 
from the different pchains one by one). 
Two trivial expansions that are almost finite 
. The free expansion 
Let S be a semigroup; denote by S+ the free semigroup over the set S (i.e. S+ is 
the set of all finite non-empty sequences of elements of S; multiplication is con- 
catenation). Let qs : S’ -6 denote the map (sl, . . . , s,)-sl - s, (i.e. just multiply 
in S the terms of the sequence); qs is a surmorphism. 
Llet @ : S-+ T be a morphism; in order to turn (a)’ into an expansion we define 
@+:S+*T+ by 
then @+ is a morphism which is surjective if $J is surjective. 
It is straightforward to check that (m)’ is an expansion. 
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Discussion of the free expansion. (1) The morphism gs does not preserve many 
properties of S: e.g. S+ is infinite even if S is finite; the word problem is un- 
solvable in most cases (i.e. given two elements of S+ is undecidable if they have the 
same image under qs), etc. 
(2) S+ has a very nice structure; multiplication is trivial, and S+ is finite-p 
above. 
5. The machine expansions 
From a given semigroup S we construct. he automaton whose state and output 
set is S’, and whose set of input symbols is S; the next-state function is (s, , s2) - s1 s2 
(multiplication in S) with s1 = state and s2 = input; the output function is the 
identity function of St. Thus for an input sequence (si, s2, . . . , s,) applied to the 
state 1 the output sequence will be (si, sp2, . . . , s1 s2 l -a s,). 
Remark. In this construction we always apply inputs on the right to a state (i.e. in- 
puts are read from left to right). The dual construction (reading from right to left) 
is of course also possible. 
Let OS be the function defined by 
S’={(si,srs2 ,..., sIs2~~~sJ(nrl, and sl,s2 ,..., s,+S} 
be the set of output sequences. 
If in S” we define the multiplication 
(Sl,S&, . . . . qs2-s,)(t~, f&, . . . . f~f2”’ tm) 
=(S~,S~s~,...,S~s~~~*Sn,S~s~“‘s~t~,S~s~”’s~t~t~, . . ..S.Sy*-S,t,t2”‘t,), 
then OS becomes a homomorphism from S+ onto S’ (and hence S’ is a semi- 
group). 
Define also qs : s9 +S by (sr, sls2, . . . , si l sn)-sl l sn, i.e take the right-most 
(=last) term in the output sequence; then qs is a surmorphism. 
Also, if @ : S-+ T is a morphism, define $9 : s” + T” by 
(which is equal LO ((sr)#, (S&J (s2)@, . . . , (s&b (s2)@ 0. l (s,)@)); $-” is a morphism, 
which is surjective if 4 is surjective. 
It is straightforward to show this defines an expansion. 
Remark. 6 is a natural transformation from the functor ()’ (free expansion) to the 
functor (y)’ (right machine expansion). 
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Dually, we can define S~={(s~s~~~~s,,s~~q,,...,s,)~nzl,sl,...,s,,~S} etc., 
and again we obtain an expansion. 
These two expansions are the right resp. left machine xpansions. Both are finite- 
pabove (because multiplication i creases the length), but they are not close to the 
original semigroup S. 
II. Construction of ‘close’ expansions that are almost finite 
6. Overview 
We have already defined in what sense our expansions are almost finite (namely, 
they are finite-fabove). 
We shall now construct expansions S which are, in addition, very close to the 
original semigroup S;we shall present two basic kinds of constructions, plus a third 
one which is a synthesis of those two. 
For the first kind of constructions, S is close to S in the sense that S is a 
subsemigroup of O,(S, S, S), the concatenation product of order 3, of S. The map 
qs : S-S consists of the projection ‘onto the diagonal’ of S in $(S, S, S) (~41 this 
will be defined) - i.e. qs is coordinatized. 
In the second approach, an expansion isconstructed (let us denote it also by s 
for the moment) satisfying S&Z, *(S :Ez) where * (resp. :) denotes the semidirect 
(resp. reverse semidirect) product; El, EZ are semilattices (in fact both are of the 
form (9&Q, U), the set of all finite subsets of the set Aj (i = 1,2), under union; 
if S is finite, then Ai, A2 are finite; if S is infinite, then IAil = l&l = ISI = IElI = 
I&l). Moreover the morphism qs: S+S is coordinatized by the fact that the 
following diagram commutes: 
SsE, *(S:E2) 
where p is the projection onto the middle coordinate; commutativity here means 
that qs =pJs (vs is a projection, restricted to the subsemigroup S). 
Finally in the third construction we give an expansion which is the homomorphic 
image of the previous two kinds of expansions. 
The closeness of S to S in these three constructions can be described in another 
way (which is implied by the coordinatizations of qs): the morphism Q has the 
property that for some constants n, k (both >Q) we have: if SE S satisfies a+’ =sa 
(for some a, b E N), then for any SE S with s=(@qs: 
3 satisfies S”a+(k-l)b=SIna+(k-1)~l+b (=Sna+kb)s 
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(In our constructions we have in the best cases (Sections 8 and 9): n = 1, k = 3.) In 
words: if s is a torsion element of S (satisfying sa+b = sa), then any inverse image 
3 of s under qs will be a torsion element of F, however, the torsion threshold in- 
creases from Q to na+ (k- l)b, while the torsion period is unchanged and stays b. 
Special cases of torsion elements are idempotents ( atisfying e = e2) and aperiodic 
elements (satisfying sa =sa+ ’ for some a). Here: if (3)~s =s with sa =sa+ *, then 
s na+k =~n’+~-’ (hence s is still aperiodic) and if (@qs=e=e2, then Pk=Pk-! 
Surmorphisms for which the inverse images of torsion (resp. aperiodic) elements 
are again torsion (resp. aperiodic) elements are extensively studied in [9], where it 
is shown in particular that such maps can be ‘coordinatized’ by torsion (resp. 
aperiodic) semigroups. 
Remark. The morphisms qs corresponding to the free expansion S+ or the machine 
expansions S R, sL, cannot be coordinatized nicely - which is yet another way to 
say that these expansions are not close to S. 
7. Expansions based on factorizations and on tke free expansion 
These expansions, denoted gt3), gt4), . . . , SC@, . . . , are finite-yabove and are close 
(in the above sense) to S; they were inspired by an earlier construction from 
semigroup complexity, denoted s 12) due to Karsten Henckell (s^(2) however is not , 
finite-pabove). 
7. I. Definition of C2) 
For simplicity .$ve shall first describe Henckell’s expansion St’): Given a 
semigroup S we define s(2) as a homomorphic image of S+; we consider the follow- 
ing function: 
where: for a set A, 9$(A) is the set of all finite subsets of A; and, an ‘empty’ pro- 
duct of the form fly_,+, si is interpreted as the element 1 of S ‘. 
As a set, 
(s+.,s&)d+ 
I 
(here P#?’ x S I) is not given any semigroup structure). 
The multiplication of S(2) is defined so as to make OS a morphism. Explicitly: let 
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and 
define 0. r = U (a, b) - (c, d), with (a, b) ranging over 0, (c, d) ranging over T; and 
(Q, b) . (c, d) cf {(abed, l), (ubc, d), (ub, cd), (a, bed), (1, abed)} . 
Remark. The same multiplication can be defined on all of L+(S’ x S1) and turns it 
into a semigroup. 
The product 0. z in Sm can be written down more explicitly. First change the 
notation from r=(tl, . . . , th)& to T=(Q+ 1, . . . , s~+J,)&. Then 
It is not difficult to check that this definition is equivalent to the previous one. 
In words: S:2’ is the set of all 2-factorizations obtained from a string in S+; the 
multiplication i St2) is such as to produce the set of all 2-factorizations of the con- 
catenation (s,, . . . , sk, tl, . . . , th) of the two strings (So, . . . , sk) and (tl, . . . , th), by com- 
bining (as shown in the multiplication formula) the 2-factorizations corresponding 
to (s1, .. . . Sk) and (tl, l ,fh)* 
Hence 8s : S + *St2) is a surmorphism, and St2) is a semigroup. 
Moreover, if @ : S-+ T is a homomorphism we define 6t2): St21 +T(2) so as to 
make the diagram 
S+ 9+ T+ 
@S I I @T 
S’ ) 2- f’ ) 2 p 
commute. Explicitly: 
The morphism #2) is surjective if @ is surjective. Also, one can check that (:)(2) 
is a functor on the category of semigroups and morphisms. 
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By the commuting diagram, 8 is a natural transformation from the functor ()’ 
to the functor (r)(*). 
We still have to show that (:)(*I is an expansion; given the above we only have 
to produce a natural transformation q from the functor (T)(*) to the identity 
functor. For that we define qs : $(*I -))S by 
(i.e. take the product of any factorization; that product is the same for all factoriza- 
tions). It is straightforward to check that qs is a morphism, that it is surjective (use 
that fact that Es E S : s = ({ 1, s), (s, l)})qs), and that the diagram 
commutes. This completes the definition of the expansion ^(*I. 
Coordinatization of (:)(*I 
The following interesting connection can be made between g(*) and 
Schtitzenberger’s concatenation product 02. 
Let us first define the concatenation product of two semigroups ,Sr and S2: 
o*~s,J2)=wwf~s: x$x wxs,, 9, 
where (9&J, x Si), U) is the semilattice of all finite subsets of S,’ x Si under union; 
the product in O,(Sr , S2) is defined by 
(sl,E,~*)‘(tJv*)=(s,t,,(sl, l)*FUE* Lfl,t*),s*t*) 
where, if E, F G S,’ x Si, then 
One can check easily that O,CS,, S2) is a semigroup. Its original motivation (in 
[lo] was that if Lr , resp. L2, are formal languages recognized by the semigroups 
Si, resp. S2, then the concatenation L1 l L2 is recognized by O,<Sr , S2); by defini- 
tion, S recognizes L iff there exists a homomorphism Q, :A+ +S (where A is the 
alphabet of L), and a set PC S such 
the order of the subscripts compared 
in Fact 7.3). 
that L =(P)#-” (see 14, p. 2501; we changed 
to [4] - for reasons that will become obvious 
S(*)= sO*(S, S) 5 O*(S, S), 
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where so2(S, Sj denotes the subsemigroup ofO,CS, S) generuted by 
(09 ((4 I), (1, s)), s) I SE Sl 
(this set is in one-to-one correspondence with the set S). 
Proof, St21 is generated by elements of the form {(s, l), (1, s)}, where s ranges over 
S (this follows from the fact that S+ is generated by {(s) 1 s E S}, and that 
(s)& = {(s, I), (4 S))). 
Define the isomorphism # : St2) +,O,(S, S) on the generators in the obvious way: 
and extend it by letting 
Clearly @ is an injective function. To check that @ is a surmorphism, notice that (by 
definition of the product in St2)), 
and that 
For example: 
(product in s02(S, S)). 
=w29 {csl? Mb,)} l W2)Wqr w {(S2,1),(1,S2)},S~S2) 
= 6, s2, { 61, sz), (19 Sl sz), (s1s2, I)), Sl s2)* 
The general case (product of k generators in s02(S, S)) follows by induction. Cl 
The above fact shows how Sf2) can be coordinatized in terms of the semigroup 
s 
I1 
and the semilattice (9&S’ x S’ ), U) (which is a very simple type of semigroup). 
also leads to a coordinatizarion of the morphism qs : St”) -Q, nameiy: 
qs is the projection of s02(S, S) onto its left or right coordinates (the two are 
equal for elements of s02(S, S)). 
Fundamental property of the morphism Z?12) +S 
gt2) is close to S in another way (shown by enckell): if e = e2 is an 
of S, and if (e)qS = 
i&mpotent 
e (where &E S(2)), then e3 =e4. We have in general: 
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act 7.2. If the element s E S satisfies s” = s”+~ (for a, b > 0), then every element 
ch that s = (a)~ satisfioc 
a2a+b=0(2utb)tb 2a+26 
(=a 1 
(i.e. qS i peserves torsion and aperiodic elements in a special way.) 
Proof. Let 0 A ((n;Si, flk + 1 Si) 1 OS m S k} = (~1, . . . , S&Q, and assume (a)qs = 
n: si = s satisfies so = so + ‘. 
Let w=(si, . . . . sk) and consider wzot b = wawbwawb. Any pair in otit2’ is ob- 
tained by cutting the string wa wb wow6 into two solid substrings (in any possible 
way), and then multiplying the terms of each of the substrings (multiplication in S). 
But, no matter how the string w”wbwawb is split, the string wawb will appear on 
one of the sides of the cut (e.g. if we split W*W~W*W~ as 
(wUwU(s, 9 l~*,s,x(s,+*, l ~~,S~)WVW”Wb), 
A------J 
=wb 
then wawb appears in the right factor). Next, if we multiply the terms of the two 
substrings this occurrence of *dawli becomes *+~, which is equal to sa (in our 
example we obtain the pair (s’s” n:Si, n”,, 1 3i 2 s~s~+~) E g&+2’). Thus any pair in 
o2o+2b elongs also to o&+6= (w*w~u~)~~~; so tr24+2b~ o +~. 
We proceed very similarly to show that conversely, c?+ ’ S @+2b: any pair in 
crb+’ is obtained by splitting wawbwa into two solid substrings. One of these two 
substrings must contain w*. If we multiply the terms of these substrings in S, w* 
becomes o, which is equal to saf ‘. Thus, any pair of c@” is also a pair of t?2b. 
This proves that ati ’ 2b = tr& + ’ if s* + ’ = s”. 0 
This fact can also be proved using the coordinatization of qs (this is done in IS]). 
7.2. Definition of !?@I 
It is natural to generalize st2) to gcn) (n 2 3) by using n-factorizations instead of 
2-factorizations. The intuitive reason why $@) should be finite-f-above when n 2 3 
is: if one factorizes a string into n factors (nr 3) in all possible ways, one gains 
access to every solid substring (factor) of the given string. Moreover, the elements 
of a selnigroup that are pabove (18) a given element of the semigroup are nothing 
but th: factors of that given element. Hence, since the elements of g@) are finite 
sets of n-tuples, $@I should be finite-$-above. 
The definition of $@I is very similar to that of g(2) : ??@I is a homomorphic image 
of s+. 
As a set: 
S’ ) n = fi si, G si,**.p ’ si ml,...,m,_l variable with 
i= 1 m,+l = >I m,_,+l 
(sl,...,s&S+ C 9$(S’X-- X S’) 
I 
n times 
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Multiplication: for o, r E S@), define cr l ‘c = U (q, . . . , a,) l (b,, . . . , b,) where (al,. . . , a,,) 
ranges over 6, and (bl, . . . , b,,) over r; and: (al, . . . , a,,) l (bl, . . . , b,,) = ((x1, . . . ,x,) e 
slx*~~xsl~(x~,..., x,) is obtained by splitting (aI, . . . ,a,, b,, . . . , b,) into n solid 
substrings (possibly empty), and then multiplying (multiplication i S) the terms of 
these substrings; empty substrings are replaced by 1 E S’ }. 
Remark. The above multiplication can be defined on all of P&3’ x l x S1 ) in the 
same way, turning it into a semigroup. 
Explicit definition of the product in S(“): let 




As for (:)(2), define J@), and qs : S@) *S; (:)@) is an expansion. 
Cut-down to generatorA< in g(n) 
If S is generated by a. subset A G S (we denote this by S=(A)) we can consider 
the subsemigroup St) of S@) generated by elements &E S@) of the form 
S={(l,..., &a,1 ,..., 1) 1 the position of ‘a’ varying from 1 to n}. 
So ~~)=(ri(aEA)z&“). 
g(n) is called the cutdown to generators A in S 
$$is surjective (onto S). 
@). The morphism qs restricted to 
Coordinatization of I$)(“); matrix representation 
Given two semigroups Si and S2, consider the semiring (9&i x Sj), U, l ) where 
Pf(Sf x Si ) is the set of finite subsets of S,’ x Sd, U denotes union of sets, and l is 
the product of sets derived from the direct (component-wise) product in S,’ x Si. 
One can next define the multiplicative s migroup of square matrices over the above 
semiring. 
ct 7.3. O,<Sr , S2) is isomorphic to the multiplicative semigroup of ail upper 
triangular 2x 2 matrices (over the semiring defined above) of the form 
( 
(s,, 1) E 
0 (19 82) J 
where E E 9+(S,’ x Si ), and where singleton sets are just denote? by their element 
(for simplicity); s1 E S1, s2 E S2 o 
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roof. There is an obvious bijection between O,(S,, S2) (as defined earlier) and the 
above matrix semigroup. To show that this is a morphism let us multiply two 
matrices and compare it with the previously defined product of O,(S,, Sz): 
Let us now define the general concatenation product (Straubing, [111). Given n 
semigroups consider the semiring (sD,(S,’ x l ** x S,‘), U, l ), where l is the multiphca- 
tion of sets corresponding to the direct product 23,’ x l . . x Si. 
Definition. O,(S,, . . . , S,J is the multiplicative semigroup of all upper triangular 
n x n matrices (over the given semiring) of the form 
-(s1,1 9 l ** 9 1) El2 .*. Eii . . . El* 
0 (l,s2,1, . . . . 1) l ** . . . 
: : 
kij E, 
0 : : 
(1 ,**m,l,h!ij,1****,1) Ej, 
0 0 (1 9 l **9 Ls,) 
where Eu==0 if i>j, Eii=(l,...,l~Si,l,...,l) with SieSi, and if i<j: 
E~E~‘~({~}x~~~x{~}xS~X~~-XS~X{~}~~~~X{~}). 
W -.- U 
1 toi-l itoj j+l ton 
Now Fact 7.1 can be generalized: 
Fact 7.4. 
P) = &,(S, . . . , S) s o,(S, . . . , S), 
where &,(S, . . . , S) denotes the subsemigroup generated by those elements of 
O,<s, l **9 S) for which (in the above notation): For a fixed s E S; s1 =sz = l . . =S, =s, 
and for i< j: 
EU=((l ,..., l,s,l,..., 1) 1 the position of s varies from i to j ). 
Denote this element of sO,(S, . . . , S) by S (this set of generators is in one-to-one 
correspondence with the set S); so &,,(S, . . . , S) = (8 E O,(S, . . . , S) 1 s E S ). 
Proof. $@) is generated by elements of the form 8= { (1, . . . , 1, s, 1, . . . ,1) 1 where the 
position of s varies from 1 to n} E S@), where s ranges over S (this holds because 
S@) is defined as a homomorphic image of S+, and S+ is generated by {(s) 1 SE S}; 
and s = (s)&); this set of generators is in one-to-one correspondence with the set S. 
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It is not hard to show (induction on number k of generators) that in S@): 
this is also clear intuitively, since we go from a sequence ofgenerators toan element 
in S@) by taking all n-factorizations of that sequence of generators, and then 
multiplying the terms within each factor (multiplication i S). 
Let us now describe the form of the element ni,, Sp of ,O,(S, . . . , S); recall that 
,o,(S, l ** 9 S) is generated by {SISES}. 
Claim. Let Hi=, p S be the n x n matrix (E,$; then, for i > j: 
Eo=0, and Eii= l,..., l,os,,,l,..., 1 
> 
, 
and for ic j: 
Ld 
I position i
fi sp ,...; fi sp,l,..., 1 
m,+l m,_, + 1 ,> 
1 toi-l 
i to j 
(i.e. Ed (for i < j) is equivalent to all (j - i + 1)_4actorkations of the sequence 
(s 1, . g l , sk), and E,-j can be considered as an element of the set $(j- i+ I)). 
Proof of the Claim. The proof follows by induction on k (length of sequence of
generators): The claim clearly holds for k = 1 (by the definition of the generators). 
Assume the claim for k and let us compute a product of k+ 1 generators; denote 
n:=JP=(EU), and &&,4~+I=(E$. Eb =0 if i > j (product of triangular 
matrices). 
For rir,: 
Ei = ,)$ E,/ l (entry 1, j of &+ i) 
= 
z sp ,..., i s = 
m,+l ml_, -I- 
ltoi-1 < 7 J 
i to 1 
. ((1 s***s l&+1, 1,.-, 1) 1 the position k + 1 of *Sk+ 1 varying from 1 to j} 
k 
sp’s&+f, )*-*P 1 1 
m,_,+l ltoi-1 L y J >I z-z 
i to 1 
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U I,..., 1, is,, ,..., fi sy, l,...,~~+~,...,l 
>I 
OSm,S**-Sm,_iSk, 




This proves the claim. 
Now define an isomorphism @ : #“I -+&(S, . . . , S) by 
@: fi sP-(E,j)~sO,,(S-~S) 
p=l 
where 
Ej=0 if i>j, l,..., l,h~,,l,..., 1 
p=l 
position i 





1 to i-l itoj j+l ton 
(this intersection makes ense since S@) E 9$(S1 x 0.. x S l), as a set); i.e. Eij is ob- 
tained by taking those n-tuples of the set n $, whose first 
whose last II-~ coordinates are 1. 
So: the element EU in the upper triangle of the matrix 
(j- i + l)-factorizations of (sr , . . . , sk), with the terms in each 
thus (EU) = ni, I Sp (by the claim). 
That @ is an isomorphism follows from the claim. 0 
i- 1 coordinates and 
(E,$ is the set of all 
factor multiplied in S; 
Fact 7.4 also provides A coordinatization of the morphism qs : St”) *S. Indeed, 
looking at &,,(S, . . . , S) (=s@)), qs is simply the projection onto the main diagonal 
coordinates (which are all equal in &(S, . . . , S)). 
Associativity of the concatenation product, cut down to generators 
In general the concatenation prol’uct is not associative in the category of 
semigroups; e.g. O,<O,<S,, 2), S3) is usually different from O,(S,, $02(Sz, S,)), and 
from 0,&&S& 
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However we can define ‘smaller products which are associative. First a 
tion: A semigroup S is generated by a set A in the general sense iff there exists a 
function f : A +S such that S = ((A)f) (i.e. S is generated by the subset (A)f in the 
classical sense). 
Definition. Let Sr , . . . , Sn be semigroups that are all generated by the same set 
A : Si =((A)&> where J : A-+$ Then define &(S1, . . . , S,,) to be the subsemigroup 
of O,(S*, l ** 3 S,,) generated by the elements &(where a E A) of the form (denoting 
the matrix entries of a’ by E,$: 
.qj=0 if i>j, Eii=(l,...,l,(a)~,1,...,1) 
and if kj, 
pkitiod i 
Eii=((l ,..., l,l,..., l,(a)&,1 ,... ,l,l,..., l)lisp=j} 
lxz - JYi-& i to j 
Remark. The product &JS1, . . . , S,,) defined here depends on the functions 
f 1, . . . , f,; J)k is called the n-fold concatenation product cut down to generators 
in A. 
We now have 
roposition 7.5 (General associativity of concatenation products cut down to 
generators). Let &k,, l . . , A nk Q be k (not necessarily distinct) concatenation pro- 
ducts cut down to generators in A. We apply these k operators to n semigroups 
Sl , . . . , Sk in such a way as to obtain well-formed expressions; assume Si is 
generated by A (i.e. functions4 : A-$ are given with Si = ((A)$+). Then we have: 
If such well-formed expressions exist hey all represent semigroups that are isomor- 
phic to AOn(S1, . . ., Sn). 
roof. The proposition follows from the following: 
. If S 1, . . . , Sn are generated by A ;9 the general sense), then 
AoJSts l *a 9sn)=*o~_ &O& s2), s3,*** 9 $3 
=/&_ ,Vl, l *‘Y s,-29AO2&- 1, Sn))* 
AS a special case of this claim, we have 
$6 9 s29 s3) = ,&2(&2@, 9 s2), s3) =#2(S1, Ao2(s2, s3). 
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Before proving the claim let us derive the proposition from it: First (applying the 
claim repeatedly) we replace each A+@,, by &‘s; then, the isomorphism of al1 
possible expressions follows from the associativity of &. 
Proof of the Claim. We only prove that 
the other case being dual. 
Let (Eiih E;i, jsn be “lhe element of A@I 9 . . . , S,& obtained by multiplying the 
generators dr, . . . , &k. Recall that a generator h: is a matrix (cT&+~ of the form; 
a,=0 if i>j, aii=(l,.*~,l,(a)~,...,l), 
and if i< j, we have 
q-j= ((1 1 s-*.9 9 
1k.X 
1 ,...,l,(a)f~,l,...,1,1,..., 1) 1 the position m of (alf, 
-,Z& 
i to j varying from i to j} 
Hence (E$ = ni=, tip has the form: 
Z&=0 if i>j, Eii= l,...,l, fi (a,),f;:,l,..., 1 
( p=l > 
L J Y 
position i
and if i> j, we have (recall the proof of Fact 7.4): 
1 toi-l \ y _ Ij+lton 
itoj 
(recall the convention about ‘empty products’ n,“_,, l sp = 1). 
Let us now analyse the form of the corresponding product of generators ni=, & 
in A~~_,(S~,...,S~_2,,Q2(Sn_lrSn)); denote this element by (Fq)l,ij,,-r* We 
have: Fii = 0 if i > j (upper triangular matrix over Yf(S ’ x l . . x Sn _ 2 x A02(Sn _ 1, S& 
If &n-l, then 
.a.,1 E(l)X'88X(l)XSiX(l)X~~*X~l~, 
L > - w 1 toi-l i+l ton-l 
position i 
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while 
And, for i< j we have, if jln -2: 
i to j 
if j=n- 1: 
1 to i-l 
To show that J),,(S1, . . . , Sn) = AOn _ I (SI, . . . , Sn _ 2, A02(Sn _ 1, &)) let us compare 
the form of Eii (1 li, jrn) and F. (1 si, jln- 1): For jln-2, t 
identical. For j = n - 1, the element Fi, n _ I is in one-to-one correspondence with the 
pair of elements Ei,n _1, Ei,n. This shows that the products 
are in one-to-one correspondence. Tha: this correspondence is a morphism is clear 
(if nr Lip and II’;” $, resp. fl: CrP and 11: dP are in correspondence, then #iP and 
n: fiP will be in correspondence). El 
There exist w&furmed expressions (as described in Proigusition 7.5) 
n1+ l *# +n&k- l)=n. 
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roof. This is a simple property of trees: consider a rooted tree, having n leaves 
(labelled S, , . . . , S,J, k internal nodes (labelled by the operators ,O...); an internal 
node @ labelled by J&j has ni immediate descendants. The formula then says that 
the total number of nodes that are immediate descendants of something 
(=ni + l ** +nk) is equal to the total number of nodes, minus one (the root is not a 
descendant) (=n + k - 1). The well-formed expressions described above are in 1 to 
1 correspondence with such trees. 
Conversely if nl + “’ + nk =n+k- 1, with niZ2 for i= I, . . ..k. we can construct 
trees corresponding to these data. This is done by induction on k. 




Suppose the claim holds for k - 1. Given n 1 + l -a + nk _ 1 + nk = n + k - 1, we start 
building a tree by joining nk leaves to node 0. Now we ignore these leaves and 
consider @ a leaf; we now have n - nk + 1 leaves and k - 1 internal nodes. The 
given relation can be written as nl + .*. + nk._ 1= (n - nk + 1) + (k - 1) - 1, which im- 
plies that (by induction) this tree (obtained by removing nk leaves) can be con- 
structed. Now putting the removed nk leaves back on (at 0) we obtain a tree satis- 
fying the given equation. (There is howev-er not a unique tree in general for the given 
ni’s, n, k satisfying the equality.) El 
See [9] and [l] for further information on cut-downs to generators in expansions. 
Remark. If Sr , . . . , Sn recognize the languages L 1, . . . , L,, E A+ respectively, then 
(assuming without loss of generality that each Si is a homomorphic image of A+) 
Sl , . . . , Sn are generated by .A in the general sense, and &JSl, . . . , S,,) recognizes the 
concatenation L 1 l L,. (The proof for On works for J&; see [ 111.) 
Fact 7.4 and Proposition 7.5 lead to the following corollary which can also be 
justified intuitively. 
Corollary, 7.7. $“. m t: (,$(~~)~~m) = ($( ))2n) where the notation (l ):“I denotes the 
cutdown to generators ( ee, subsection 7.2); notice that the semigroup SC”) is gener- 
ated by theset {{l,..., l,~;l,..., 1) 1 the position of s varying from 1 to n > 1 s E S } 
which is in one-to-one correspondence with the set S. 
Proof. By Fact 7.4, 
Wm)=&, ,(S, . . . . S) . (S occurring n 0 m times), 




pop0 =son(so,(s, 0’. 9 9, l ** ,SOJS, l ** ,S)); 
n &es 
all three are isomorphic, by Proposition 7.5 (general associativity). Cl 
Intuitive proof. An element of S(” ’m) is the set of all n l m-factorizations of a string 
of elements of S (with the terms of each factor multiplied together in S). But, an 
n l m-factorization can be obtained by first factorizing the string into m segments, 
and then factorizing each of these m segments into n segments. 
Rimark. Although it is not surprising that S@) (n-factorizations) and On (n- 
concatenation product) are closely related (factorization and concatenation being 
inverse operations) ismust be observed that the two notions arose from two com- 
pletely different problem areas: S@) is an expansion whose prelation is similar to 
that of finite semigroups etc., while O,, combines the syntactic semigroups when 
languages are concatenated. 
7.3. Main property of P, n 2 3 
Proposition 7.8. If n z 3, then Z?@) isfinite-pabove. 
Proof. We only prove the proposition for n = 3; the generalization is obvious. Let 
ml,m2 variable, with Osm, 
be an arbitrary element of S (3). We claim that there exist only finitely many 
elements FE St3) such that iqs^ 
If $s^, then (2E,j+S(3)U{l}): A s=ii9. 
Assume that $, t9 have respectively the following form (the indexing is chosen so 








xj9 Xj, cl, c2 variable with &cl ZG c2~c , 
c, + 1 
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assuming a< 5 < c. Then (multiplication in St3)): 
. 
From the form of the product .@ it follows that every factor l-I:+, xi in f(with 
Or bl St)255 b) also appears as a factor in $@ =SA. 
Therefore each term of each 3-tuple of fappears as a term of a 3-tuple of 2; since 
s” is a finite set, there is only a finite number of choices for the terms of the 3-tuples 
of L Moreover, with a finite number of terms, one can form only a finite number 
of 3-tuples. Hence, there is only a finite number of choices for f- which proves that 
Sf3) is finite-f-above. El 
Remark. We can give a crude numerical upper hound on the number of elements 
in S@) that are q-above s^: 
If Is”1 l n terms that appear in all the n-tuples of s^. Hence there are at most Is^l l n 
terms appearing in the n-tuples of i^(if k#), by the above reasoning (every term 
in an n-tuple of rappears as a term in an n-tuple of $ note that the above reasoning 
goes through only if n ~3). Now from 151. n terms one can form at most (Is^l. n)” 
different n-tuples; and from these elements one can form at most 2(i3”‘)” sets. 
This number is an upper-bound on the number of elements that are La-above s^. 
7.4. Properties of the morphism qs : s(“) *S 
We have already seen how this morphism is coordinatized (through the matrix 
representation of P, in which one can project onto the diagonal entries, see Fact 
7.4). 
Let us show how torsion elements of S behave under inverse image. A special case 
of the following fact, for St2), was proved in Fact 7.2. 
Proposition 7.9. Ifs e S satisfies sa = sa + b (for a, b > 0) and if a is any element of 
S@) that maps onto s under qs, then a satisfies 
bna+(n-l)b=ona+(n-l)b+b na+nb (=a ). 
Special cases: df s is aperiodic, satisfying sa = sa’ ‘, then CT satisfies CT”‘+ n- ’ = 
0 na+n (which is also an aperiodic element). 
If et = e is an idempotent and (e)qs = e, then E satisfies e2n- 1 = e2n. 
For n = 3 (which is the smallest value of n for which .!?@) is finite+above) these 
relations become: 
Sa=Sa+b 3$ ~3a+2b_,_o(3a+2b)+b=03a+3b 9 
e=e2 3 &L& 
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Proof. (Recall the argument (due to Henckell) in the case of St2), Fact 7.2.) Let 
(3 = 
let w=(sr, .. . e sk). Assume s= n:s, satisfies ’+~ =s. Consider 
Ww+nb= Wu+b, “.. . wa+b (n times). 
Any n-tuple in the set @a’nb is obtained by splitting the string w”“+“~ into n solid 
substrings (at n - 1 cut-points). However, no matter how the string is cut, the sub- 
string wa+ bwill appear entirely in one factor - since wa+’ appears n times, but we 
cut on& n - 1 times. Then, if we multiply the terms in each of the n factors (in S) 
this occurrence of w*+ becomes s’+~, which is equal to so. Thus any n-tuple in 
cP+~~ belongs to CJ~+@-‘)~. 
Conversely, on’+(n-l)b c gbu+“’ is proved by 
wards’ (replacing w4 by w”+q since s” = s” + b ). 
Corollary 7.10. The morphism qs : W +S 
subgroups of #“). 
doing the same reasoning ‘back- 
EI 
is injective when restricted to 
Proof. Let G be a subgroup of S@) and let @ = &. Then @ is a grouphomomor- 
phism and (G)@ is a subgroup of S with identity e; of course 2 =?, hence by the 
proposiition every element c of (e)@-’ = Ker # satisfies &2n =e’“’ ‘. However in a 
group (since e E G) this implies that e is the identity. Hence Ker # is trivial. Cl 
7.5. Subgroups of St@ 
The above corollary shows that every subgroup of S@) is isomorphic (under qs) 
to a subgroup of S. Let us now deal with the converse: which groups of S will appear 
in S(“)? 
Since $@) is finite-Fabove for n r 3 only the finite subgroups of S can possibly 
appear in S (n); that the subgroups of St”) are exactly all the finite groups of S (even 
in the case of St2)) is proved in the next two facts. 
Fact 7.11. s(2) is finite-.$-above. (This means that for any element SAE s(‘) the set 
{a E 2?8’) 1&, 2) is finite; by definition s^l;, f iff IG, 6~ s(2) U { 1) : s^ = iif = 26.) 
It follows that 011 groups of St2) are finite. 
roof. Let 
f m k s”= 
\ 
$P' sp m variable, 0~ m ,( k , 
p=l m+l I 1 
and assume &,s^. Let 
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Then 
Hence (identifying the sets 3 and 3’) every term ni+, xp appearing in 9 also ap- 
pears in s^ as a right term. 
Similarly (by using 9=@: every left term fli= 1 xp appearing in x also appears 
in s^ as a left term. 
Thus if Rz,8, then R is a set of pnirs whose terms appear as terms of pairs of 
3. Since s^ is a finite set, this implies that there is only a finite number of choices 
for A!, given 3. Hence St2) is finite-%above. 
It then follows that St2) has only finite groups, since every subgroup belongs to 
an &class. Cl 
Remark. S(2) is not finite-Fabove usually. 
Example. Let S = (N U {m}, min); so S is not finite-&-above. In St2) consider the in- 
finite ascending chain 
Fact 7.12. Let G be a finite subgroup of S; then there exists a subgroup e of S^@) 
such that G is isomorphic to G under qs (i.e. G = (@qs and qs is injective when 
restricted to G, by Corollary 7.10). 
Proof. To illustrate the idea of the proof let us first consider the case of st2). 
Let G= {gi, . . . . gk} (finite subgroup of S). Consider the sequences (where x 
ranges over G) of the form: (gl,gi1,g2,gT’, .. . , gk,g$, x) ES+. The morphism 
es : S+ *St2) maps this sequence to the set 
~={(l,x),(x,l)}U{(gi,g~~~x)~g~~G}~~’~’. 
The morphism qs: S (2)+S maps this set to x (product of all the terms of the 
sequence). 
Let G c St2) be the set of these sets (as x ranges over G); qs maps G injectively 
onto G. 
Let us check that G is a group; we shall prove that R l y =F for x, y E G. If x, _P 





But by setting hi =Xgj (“gj=x-‘hj”g,~‘=h~‘x) we get (x~j,g~‘y)=(~j~~~‘~~Y)E 
{{g~,g~‘xy)~giEG). Hence %p=g. 
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The identity of G is G and, (inverses) 2” =?. 
Let us now turn to the general case of #‘? 
Again we start with strings (gl, gi’, l . l , gk,gil,x), with XE G; let 1p be the set ob- 
tained by taking all n-factorizations: SO 
R={(gj,,gi;lgiz,~~~,gi;_‘,gi”_,,g,!,~)/gil,D~*~gi,_,EG) 
u{(l,...,~,gi,,1,...,l,gi;'gi,,1,...,1,...,l,g~'X,l,~~~,l)~gi,,~~~Igim~G, 
m variable with Osmsn- 1, 
the number of randomly inserted l’s being n - m - I}. 
Here we assume that 2k+ 1 in (i.e. the string is at least as long as the number 
of factors into which it will be divided). In general (if n is big and 1 G 1 is small) con- 
sider the following string whose product is x): 
where m is chosen so that 2mk+ 1~ n. For simplicity we shall proceed with the 
proof in the case where 2k+ 1 in (this does not change the argument). 
Let G={RES(*)IXEG}; then qs:G *G injectively. To show that in G we have 
R. Y =Xy, we n-factorize the string 
U {similar strings with l’s inserted}; 
it follows that @ c X0 y. 
To show that R. y s;Xy we make the changes of variables 
For another way of proving the fact for $(@, using the same result for gf2), see 
the end of the next remark. 
Remark. Fact 7.12 is still true if we “cut $(‘I down to generators” (recall the 
definition of .!?‘I in subsection 7.2): To prove that for every finite subgroup Gd 
there exists a subgroup br ST) such that G = (c)q,, we adapt he previous proof 
as follows. 
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Let G = (gl , . . . , gk}, and for each g E G choose a fixed sequence (a?), . . . , at)) of 
of generators (in A) such that g = ni=, ai @; denote this sequence by g. Let 
e = e2E G denote the identity of G. 
Consider the sequence (where XE G) 
((.a. &Q&?&9 . ..)A L&&gj*9&9 49 
where (i,j) ranges over { 1, . . . . k} x { 1, . . . . k} in some fixed order (e.g. lexico- 
graphic). The map t9~ : A + -dt2) sends this sequence to an element R (notice that 
the product of all the terms in the total sequence is x). Let e= (RE~(~)IxE G}; 
clearly Q : G +G. We want to show that G is a group; this will hold if R. p = 5. 
The sequence whose It-factorizations yield 5 is 
and the sequence whose 2-factorizations produce 2. y is 
-1 
6.. ,gi,gisg,?9& *..*9 x, . . . ,g*,gj9g,“,gi19 . . . 
To show @E#=y: 
(1) If the string Xy is split left or right of xy, then the pair obtained is also in 
3. J (split the string of ;R. 9 in the corresponding location left of x or right of y). 
(2) If the string of @ is split inside of xy we obtain a pair of the form 
(e. ny a@), fl;+, a”. e); this pair is alsc obtained by splitting the string of 2 l JJ 
in gr left of X, with gi =xy (then we get (e l ny dwJ, fl,+, dv)gjg~-‘g,&) which is 
equal to (e. ny a@$ ni+, Q(~). e) since gj =xy); e denotes the identity of G. 
To show #.yEG: 
(1) If the string cf R. 9 is split left of x or right of y, then the equivalent cut can 
be made on 5 (see the first case of Xy E X. 7). 
(2) If the string of R l 9 is split inside X, we obtain a pair (e l ny a’*), n,+ 1 a(*) l y); 
to obtain the same pair from the string of Xy, cut it inside gi left of xy, where gi =x; 
then we have 
( e. fi a(*), n a(*Jgjgjlg~l~y H = em fi a@), n a(*) l y m+l m+l > 
since gi =x. 
(3) If the string of R. p is split inside y we proceed ually (choose g#T’ right of xy, 
with g,? =yj. 
(4) If the string of R* JJ is split between x and y: (a) if the split is on some gi, we 
get (x. fl” a@), n m + 1 &)gig,T ‘g,T ‘y); split the string oj 5 on gjl with gi, =x, gj, = gr; 
then we obtain the pair X. ny a@, ni+, o@). g,r’X-’ . xy); 
(b) if the split is on some gj we get (xgi n” a@), n,,,, , a(gJJg,?g,~* ); split the 
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string of Z@ on gj,, with gi, =xgi, gj, =gi; then we obtain the pair ((xgi) . n” a(Q), ’ 
II 
. . . 
m+l a@= g,FJ(xgi)-Jxy). 
The cases where the split is on gi’, or gi’, are dual. 
This proves that #* y =Xy. So: For every finite subgroup Gs S there exists a 
group 8s St21 such that G = (C)Q; also G is isomorphic to 0 under VS. 
To show that this also holds for @, n arbitrary, we could adapt he proof of 
Fact 7.12. 
A less direct but simpler proof is outlined as follows: By Corollary 7.7, gzrn) is 
obtained by applying (@ m times. The standard morphism gzrn)+S has the 
above property concerning finite groups (being acomposition of
that property). Next choose m so that 2m in; the diagram 
S’ ’ 
m 
A $’ ) n--: 
I/ 
s 
commutes ( ee subsection 7.6). 
Any finite group G in S is isomorphic to a finite group G 
phism g$? *SF) then produces a finite group 5 5 $2) which 
commutativity of the diagram). 
morphisms having 
in Z!frn); the mor- 
maps onto G (by 
7.6. The sequence 2?@), n E o 
Fact 7.13. For all n, SC@ is a homomorphic imirge of St”+ ‘I, under the morphism 
qjn : p+ 1) -W gtn) defined by 
s , mc+, %ji, s >m,, l em) , variable with \p=l m,+l 
- 
K 
h sp, i s~,...,~ a sp)ir,,...,rn_l variable with OSrJS--+rO_JSkj. 
1 r, + 1 m-1 + I 
This map is well-defined, since the image (all n-factorizations) i  found by taking 
the subset of those (n + I)-tuples having a 1 in the coordinate n + 1; in the matrix 
representations of 4 OJ+‘) the map consists in taking the first n rows and columns 
(which shows that @, is a morphism>. 
Moreover, for I s I< m <n, the following diagram commutes: 
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which is interesting in the case I= 1 (denoting So) = S); then & .*. & is the 
canonical morphism from #It) onto S. 
We consider the projective limit 
proj lim ( hl P)- S(n+U ;n-+m > 
the projective limit is the subsemigroup of the direct product flF=, S@) consisting 
of the elements ( ,,...,s,,s,+~,...) such that VMW:S,=(S,+&+ 
Remark. Since each S(k) is generated in a natural way by the set S (see the proof 
of Fact 7.4) we have 
( ( proj lim P n-ma 
where (+ denotes the cut down of nf” F(k), resp. of the projective limit, to the 
set of generators { (9, . . . , 3, t, . . . ) 1 s E S}, which is in one-to-one correspondence with 
the set S (here the letter s^ in the nth position denotes the generator SAE S@), as 
described in the proof of Fact 7.4). 
Fact 7.14. (proj lim,,,(P - 9” + ‘)))s is equal to (S - { 1))’ (the free monoid) 
if S is a monoid with identity 1, and equal to S’ (free semigro,lrp) if S is a 
semigroup that has no identity element. 
Proof. Let n,“=, P s”be a product of k generators of the projective limit (cut down 
to generators), and assume sP# 1, for p = 1,. . . , k. The kth coordinate (in stk)) of 
II i= 1 J,., will then be the set of all k-factorizations of the sequence (si, . . . , sk) 
(which has also length k); this uniquely determines the sequence (assuming sP# 1 
for p= I, . . . . k), since the unique k-tuple (of the kth coordinate (in #‘I) of n $,) 
which does not contain 1 is exactly (si, . . . , sk). On the other hand, if 1 ES (S is a 
monoid), then T is the identity element (its mth coordinate is (( 1, . . . , 1)) E scm)). Cl 
m 
Remark. Among all the expansions of this section we need only SC3); it is finite-Cf- 
above (while St2) is not), and it is closer to S than S($ n > 3. 
In Section 10 we shall summarize all the useful properties of St3) and of the ex- 
pansions which we shall construct next. 
8. Expansions based on the machines of the semigroup 
We shall now define expansions SY and S’, obtained by natural transformations 
from the machine expansions SY, resp. S’. Among other properties S-’ is 
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finite-.$-above, s” is finite-@-above, and the iterated expansions ? and i: are 
finite-pabove. 
8.1. Definition of 3P 
Let S be a semigroup; recall the left machine xpansion which to S associated the 
semigroup 
and which to a morphism # : S+ T associates the morphism $Y : sy -+ TIP etc. (see 
Section 5). 
Let us no*llv define the functor (.)-’ by descr ibing sY as a homomorphic mage 
of sY; consider as : sy-dy defined by 
(s152 .-.§&2.*.Sn, . . ..s~)“~s~s2”‘s.,(s,s2.-.s,,s2...s~,...,sn,1}), 
i.e. of a sequence inS*, remember the first (=left-most) element, and the set of all 
elements in the sequence (and add the identity 1 E S * ). 
Fact 8.1. 54” is the set of all pairs of the form (s, set), where sE S, and set is a finite 
subset of S ’ that can be written as set = (s, x2, . . . , x,,, 1) with SS~ x2 sy l sy7 x, + 1 
(i.e. set can be ordered as a finite =,-chain of S’, ascending from s). 
Proof. By the definition of gY every element has the above form. Conversely, we 
must show that (s, set) E gy if set has the above form. Since s+x~+ 0.. +x, 
(where we can assume xi #Xi #s for all i, j with i # j, since we deal with a set), 
there exist s,_ l, . . . , s~,s~ES such that: s=sl~2, ~2~~2x3, s=s~s~..*s,_~s,,, ~2’ 
s~s~...s,,...,x,,_~=s,,_~s~,x,,=s,,, which proves the fact. U 
Next define a multiplication i gY so as to make US a surmorphism; the multi- 
plication must be: 
(s, set,). (t, set,) = (St, set,. t U setl) 
(where set,. t = {xt 1 XE set,)). Since as is a morphism, gY is a semigroup. 
Given a morphism @ : S -3 T define 6Y : gy 
(set)@ =i(x)@ 1 
+ Ty by (s, set) - ((s)@, (set)@), where 
XE set}. It is straightforward to check that 4’ is a morphism, which 
is surjective, if @ is surjective, and that (.)‘” is a functor (if @ : S+ T and 
w : T-, U, then @$r = @$,G”; 2: = id&. 
Moreover, CJ is a natural transformation from (.)-y to ( .)ly, i.e. the following 
diagram commutes: 
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To show that (‘)r is an expansion we define a surmorphism qs : s’“‘++S by 
(s, set) c-) s. 
Remark. The following diagram commutes: 
One can check easily thal q is a natural transformation from the functor (y)’ to 
the identity functor, i.e. tl. e following diagram commutes: 
SY 6Y *T(’ 
‘ts I I 'fT 
s $ 1’ 
Remark. The fact that $” is a homomorphic image of 3’ implies that s’ is 
generated by the set {(s, (s. 1)) 1 SE S}. 
The expansion (r)‘, based on the right machine expansion, is defined in a dual 
way. 
8.2. Coordinatization of the expansions (I)” and (- )’ 
Notation. If A is a set, (&$I), U ) denotes the semilattice of all finite subsets of A, 
under union. 
Proposition 8.2. gy is a 3 ubsernigroup of S :( i+(S ‘), W) - where : denotes the 
reverse semidirect product Moreover, the following diagram commutes: 
3%s:(9&s’), U) 
where p denotes the projxtion of the reverse semidirect producl onto S; corn-- 
mutativity of the diagra, n means that qs = p 159 (projection restricted to the 
subsemigroup gy) and in this way qs is coordinatized. 
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gY is the subsemigroup of S i P+(S’ ) generated 
(4 (s, W*=S* 
Dually for s” the following diagram commutes: 
S%(&(S’), U)*S 
by elements of the form 
where * denotes the forward semidirect psoduct. 
Proof. The embedding (s, set) E gy c+S :( :&(S’), U) is obvious from the form of 
the elements ofSY and their multiplication (s, set,) l (t, set,) = (st, set, 9 t U set,). Com- 
mutativity of the diagram is atlso clear, since (s, set)qs = s = (s, set)p, if (s, set) 
The proof for S” is dual; the elements of S’ have the form (set, s) where set is 
a finite subset of S’ whose lements form an +-chain of S1 ascending from s. The 
multiplicatiorn is (set,, s) l (set,, t) = (se&Us 9 set,, St). Cl 
Remark. See Claim 9.4 for a matrix representation f S-? 
8.3. Main property of gy and s” 
We shah now analyze the %orcler of Sy (and the &‘-order of SfR) and then show 
that 54” is finite-A?-above (and 3’ is finite-W-above). 
Lemma 8.3 (Y-order in SY). (s, set,) sy (t, set,) in gY iff set, c set,, and all those 
elements xE set, that satisfy t <,x belong to set,; equivalently, set, and set, can be 
put in the following form: 
and 
Set,= (Xi,..., x,,} with t=XiPy*a* =uxn, 
set,={xl,...,Xi,...,x~} with s=x1Sy**~SyXiSy~*~S~X~. 
roof. Equivalence of the last two statements: clearly if set, and set, have that 
form then set, G set,, and VXE set,: t cy X-XE set,. 
Conversely, if set, c set, and Vx E set,: t cu x-x E set,, we can write set, = 
{ s=x 1,***,t=Xi,s*.,Xn) with X,Sy.**S~XiSy”*SyXn. If t=Xisy***myXn, we 
can order the elements so that those elements hat belong to se& appear ight of 
t=xi* If f=xi~.~*~‘~YX~SyXj+l14”*“SyX, then xj+l,...,xnEsett (by assump- 
tion); and we reorder the elements that are =y to t so that those that are ~set, 
appear ight of t. 
(* ) If 6% sets) sy (t, set,), then either (s, set,) = (t, set,) or (3(u, set,) E SY): (s, set,) = 
(U, se&) l U, set,) = Cut, set,. t U set,). Hence set, = set, l t U set,, and ( Vx E set,): 
f<,x*X* set, (since if x~set, and xesset,, then x~set,. t; but then x+ 1). 
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(=)Assumeset,={xi,...,x,) witht=xiS, l *~r,~~,,~ndset,={x,,...,xi,...,x,) 
with S=X~~~‘**‘~~~Xi~y*** +xn (where 15 i). Then (since in a set we may 
assume all the listed elements distinct), (Z~U,, . . . , ui_ 1 t: S): x1 = u1x2, . . . , xi_ 1 = 
ui_,xi,xi=t; hence s=~l=ul-**tii_1t, x2=U2***Uj_*t,...,X,_,=U;_1t; therefore 
(S,{Xl*e**,Xfj})=(Ul l **Ui_lt,{U, l “Ui_lf,U~“‘Ui_~t,...,U’_~t}U{t=.~i,...,X~}) 
So (s, set,) + (t, set,). Cl 
Dually we have: 
Lemma 8.4 (&order of g’). (set,, s) =‘w (set,, t) in sjp ij’set, c set,, and ( VXE set,): 
x># taxe set,. 
Proposition 8.5 Z?” is finite-Y-above; s*” is finite-g-above. 
Proof. In the case of gY we must show that for each (s, set,) E sy, the set {(t, set,) E 
sY 1 (s, set,) SF (t, set,)} is finite. But (s, set,) Z+ (t, set,) implies, by Lemma 8.3, that 
set, c set,. Since set, is a finite set, there will be only finitely m$any choices :“or set,, 
given set,. Also, since t e setz C_ set,, there will be only finitely many choiL_cs for t. 
Hence gY is finite&above. 
Remark. A crude upper bound on the number of elements of 5’ that are ,Y- 
aboy (s, set,) is 1 set,1 l 2 1 SetSf . 
The proof for s’ is dual. Cl 
Corollary 8.6. AN Y-and X-classes of s”4”, and all subgroups TL finite. 
8.4. Properties of the morphism qs : s“ -nS 
We saw already in subsection 8.2 how qs : sy‘ +G and & : 9’ +S are CO- 
ordinatized. 
An important property of qs is that torsion elements and aperiodic elements are 
preserved under inverse image (see also Section 6). 
Proposition 8.1. Ifs E S satisfies s” +’ = sa (where a, b 2 I), and if s E 9’ maps onto 
s under qs, then 3 satisfies 3” 2b = 3” b. 
The same property holds for 5’ and 11:. 
Proof. Let sO+~ =sa in S and s = (s, set) E gY. For any k> 0 one can check easily 
that 
Sk = (s, set)k = (Sk, set 9 { sk- l, . . . , s} U set). 
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SO 
Sa+2b,(sa+2b9set g {~~+~+~-l, ...,~~+~,s”+‘-~, . . ..s}Uset) 
=(sa,set l {sa+b-l, ,.., sa,sa+b-l, . . . . s}Uset) 
while $a+b=(sa+b,set e {sa+b-l,...,s}Uset). Hence Sa’~=Sa”. 0 
So, the inverse image of a torsion element of S, satisfying s’+~ =s’, is a set of 
torsion elements: the torsion threshold is increased from u to a + b, but the torsion 
period stays b. 
Special cases of the proposition are: 
If s is an aperiodic element (i.e. saf ’ =sa), then $a+2 =sa+ l.
If e is an idempotent (e2 = e), then e3 = e2. 
Corollary 8.0. qs (and r# ) is injective when restricted to subgroups. 
Proof. See Corollary 7.10. 
Remark. The above proposition is a corollary of the coordinatization f vs. In 
general if TI S : E where E is a band (all elements are idempotents), then p Ir (the 
projection onto S, restricted to the subsemigroup T of S : E) has the property given 
in the proposition; the proof if straightforward. See [9, Part II], for results on the 
converse statement, and generalizations. 
Fact 0.9. The morphism sY -%Z is injective when restricted to an .$-class of $*. 
The dual holds for s”. 
Pro-f. By Lemma 8.3 we have (s, set,) Qt, set,) iff s=~ t (in S), and set,= set,. 
Thus if (s, set,) and (t, set,) belong to the same &class of SY and have the same 
image s= t, then they are equal. Cl 
8.5. Subgroups of gY and s” 
By Corollary 8.6 all subgroups of Sy (or 3’) are finite, and by Fact 8.9 every 
subgroup of SY (or s”) is isomorplk to a subgoup of S. 
We show the cokrverse: 
roposition 11.10. For every finite subgroup G 5 S there exists a subgroup I(: 5 gY 
such that G = (G)qs. Moreover (by Corollary 8.8) G is isomorphic to c under vs. 
The same proposition holds for 3” and qt. 
roof. Let G be a finite subgroup of S: then, for every g E G, the pair (g, GU { 1)) 
belongs to SY (since G is a finite set, and all its elements are sequivalent in S). 
Denote (g, GU { I}) by g. 
We claim that G = {g 1 g E 63 is a group. It is enough to prove that Vg, , g2 E G: 
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zagZ=g,gZ. This is indeed true: (gl,GU{l})(g~,GU{l})=(g,g,,G~g~UGU{l})= 
(g1g2,GU{l}), since G-g25G. Cl 
Remark. Proposition 8.10 also holds if SY is replaced by S’, the cut-down 
generators of SC 
This could be proved irectly, but at this point it is simpler to use the work already 
done for $2). More precisely: let S=(A) (i.e. S is generated by the subset A s S); 
define S’ to be the subsemigroup of SY generated by the subset {(a, {a, 1)) 1 a ed}; 
S is a homomorphic mage of Sz under qs. 
Lemma 8.11. $’ is a homomorphic irrage of 3’); the morphism isdefined by 
m variable with 05 m sk 
1 
-( 0 ai, [fil(lilm variable with Oamsk]). 
Also, $f is a homomorphic image of $!I, the morphism being 
m variable with 0 I m ZG k
1 
Moreover, the following diagram commutes 
Proof. Straightforward from the definitions. El 
NOW let G be a finite subgroup of S. Then (by the remark to Fact 7.12) there xists 
a subgroup G of $2) that maps onto G by the standard morphism; moreover 
G=G, 
Next, the morphism SA -‘+Z?f) produces a finite subgroup G 5 Sz (homolmorphic 
image of b) which, by commutativity of the diagram, maps onto G. 
This proves that to1 every finite subgroup GI S there exists a finite subgroup 
b&z (cut-down to generators) uch that 0 = (c)q,; moreover G= G. 
Remark. l?(‘) is usually neither finite&-above, but it maps onto SY and S” which 
have one or the other of these properties. 
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8.6. Application of both (T)’ and (:I”; expansions that are finite-jkbove 
-9 4 
We shall show now that $” (and dually gY) is finite-#above. By Proposition 
-Y 
8.5 i: is finite-sabove; we shall show that g@ is also finite-#-above; then i’ is 
finite-pabove, by the following fact. 
Fact 8.12. If a semigroup T is finite-Y-above and finite-#-above, then it isjkle-f’ 
above. 
Proof. Let t E T; we want o show that there exist only finitely many elements x E T 
such that xlgt. By definition of ~8, xzY t iff @YE T): x+y~r~ t. Since T is 
finite-&above, there exists only a finite number C choices for y, given t (the set 
( y 1 yrg t } is finite); also, since T is finite-sabove there exist only a finite number 
of choices for X, given y (let that number be l(y)). Then, the number of choices for 
x, given t, is at most C,, t ) I(yjs which is the sum of a finite number of finite 
terms. D 
To prove that Sa is finite-%above we need the following 
Lemma 8.13 (A property of the g-order of Tr). If (x set&&v, set,,) in TY, then 
every element of set, is 2 .-above some element of set,. 
Proof. If (x, set&&y, set,) in F, then either (x, set :) = (y, set,,) (and then the 
lemma holds), or 3(a, set,) E TY: (4 set,) = ( y, set,) l (a, set,) = ( ya, set, l a U seta). 
Then set,, l a G set,, so ( VU E set@0 E set,): uu = v; hence ( VU E set&?v E set,): 
UZ, v, as stated in the lemma. Cl 
-Y 
Claim. s’ is fkite- &above. (Dually ?? is finite-Babove). 
-9 
roof. Let f= (S, set,) E S9 ; we want to show that there are only finitely many 
4 -9 
elements ?= (i; set,) E s’ such that 91, t’in s”. By the above lemma, every element 
of set, is 29 -above some element of z,( G s9 ). However, Set, is a finite set, and 
(since s’ is finite-g-above) very element of z$ has only finitely many elements 
+ -above (in s” ); let C be the finite set of all elements of ,!?” that are 2 43 -above 
some element of set,. Since Set, G C (finite), there are only finitely many choices 
for set, (and for ?k&%,). 0 
It now follows (by the reasoning at the beginning of this subsection): 
-9 -1 
s’ and gY are finite-f-above. 
-9 -g 
Remark. (-)$ and (‘)r are expansions; ingeneral, the composition of two expan- 
sions is an expansion. 
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The morphism S’ -yS, obtained by composing the standard morphisms 
has the following property: If SE S satisfies @’ =s”, and if k S’ has s as its 
image, then 8 satisfies 3a+3b=F’+2b (this is proved by applying Proposition 8.7 
-.Y 
twice). Since 5# -6’ is injective when restricted to Azlasses and S” *S is injec- 
-9 
tive when restricted to &classes, the morphism S” +S is injective when restricted 
to #Misses. 
The same properties hold for S’. 
Coordinatization: The following diagrams commute: 
The finite subgroups of S’ (or $ are exactly those of S (cf. subsection 8.5). 
4 -9 
The properties of Sg, SY, and other expansions that are finite-flabove are sum- 
marized in Section 10. 
9. Expansions based on the machine and the free expansiorn 
In this section we present an expansion which is finite-pabove, and which is a 
homomorphic mage of a 1 the previously described expansions that are finite-3 
above. 
9.1. Alternative application of the left- and right-machine xpansions 
Given a semigroup S, we defined SY (resp. S’) to be the semigroup of finite 
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sequences of the form (s1s2 l s,,, s2 9.. s,, . . . , s,) (respectively (si , ~14, l l m 9 s1 s2 l s,,)), 
where rtl: 1, and s,, . . . . s,, E S; S’ and S” are generated by strings of length one (of 
the form (s) for s E S) under their respective multiplications ( ee Section 5). If S is 
generated by the set A L; S we define Si (resp. s,“)to be the subsemigroup of S” 
(resp. S”) generated by the strings of length one of the form (a), Q E A; this semi- 
group is called the “cutdown of S” (resp. S ) to the generators A”; S is a 
homomorphic mage of Si (and s,“) under the standard morphism Sy”*S (resp. 
3” -6). See [9] and [l] for further information on cutdowns to generators in
expansions. 
It now makes sense, by the definition of cutdown to generators, to consider 
(SY)F and (S’)iY (since the set {(s) 1 s E S}, which we shall denote by S, generates 
sY and s”). 
We have the following 
Fact 9.1. (Sy)$@ = (Sg)iyw -S+ (free semigroup over the set S). 
Proof. If we write elements of rY horizontally (for a semigroup T) (e.g. 
(t~r,-t,,t,-t,,..., t,)) and elements of Ta vertically 
then an ! ’ element of (s”),y’ of length n will take the form 





tl t2 l -a t, 1 
In other words, this element is a horizontal sequence of columns of the form 
si 
siSi+ 1 1 : . 
_SiSi+ 1 l ‘* Sn 1 
with i going from 1 to n (moving left to 
This element is equal to ehe product 
right). 
((4 1) l #2)) l -* CCS, - 1 N l CCS,)) in (S’ JS-7 
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denote the multiplication in s’ (with strings written vertically). 
Hence, (S”),” maps homomorphically onto S+, by sending n:, ((s&J to 
(Sir . . . , s,); this map is well-defined since the sequence appears explicitly in 
n: ((Si)), as the diagonal elements of the ‘triangle’. 
Moreover, the map is injective: given (sl, . . . , s,) we obtain ny ((si)) by multiply- 
ing in (S )s . ’ -U This can also be seen directly: given the sequence (sl, . . . , s,) we can 
construct he above n x n triangle by first putting (sl, . . . , s,) on the diagonal (si in 
the coordinate place (i, i)), and then filling the product si .*. Sj in at place (i, j), for 
icj: 
1 i j n 
The dual reasoning shows that (sY),” =S+. Cl 
This fact enables us to define expansions from the free expansion by using ideas 
of the machine expansions (see also [ 1 I). 
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9.2. Definition of an expansion ,which is finite-f-above 




So, S is a subset of S x Pf(S * ) x 9f(S ’ ) x 4pr(S r ). The multiplication i S is defined 
so as to make 6s a morphism; we must have therefore 
I 
4 Dl R2 Dz a, UXl l R2 DlULlR2UD2 y =* 
4 Ll x2 L2 Xl x2 LlxzUL2 be 
. 
This multiplication suggests he following matrix representation: 
Fact 9.2. $ is a subsemigtoup of the multiplicative s migroup of lower triangular 
3 x 3 matrices over the semiring ( 9$(S ’ ), U y 9 ) of the form 
where L, R, DE qf(S’ ) (finite subsets of S’ ), and s denotes (s). 
Proof. Represent the previously mentioned element by taking 
Remark. The elements in L (resp. R) form an 8’- (resp. W-) chain in S’. The 
multiplication of matrices leads to the same result as the one given in the 
definition. Cl 
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In the same way as for expansions defined earlier, we define $ for a morphism 
@:S-+T. 
Also, we introduce a surmorphism qs : 8-G defined by 
100 
( > R s 0 -s. DL1 
One can check easily that (t) is an expansion. 
The above fact cootdinatizes 8 and the morphism qs (which is defined as the 
pr?jection onto a diagonal coordinate of the matrix). 
S is the subsemigroup of (9&S1))3 x3 generated by the matrices of the form 
Fact 9.3. sy’ and Z?@ ate homomorphic images of $. 
Proof. Using the matrix representation of 8, define the map 
(2 x 2 triangular matrix over the 
semiring (P#), U, 0)). 
Claim 9.4. sy’ is a subsemigtdup of tAe multiplicative semigroup of 2 x 2 lowet 
triangular matrices over the semiting (+(S ’ ), U , l ) oj. the form (i y). 
Proof of the Claim. Recall that elements of sy’ have the form (s, set) with 
multiplication (sl set 1) 9 (st, set,) = (sl s2, set 1 a s2 U setz). If to (s, set) we associate 
(it y) we obtain an injective morphism. U 
Now (continuing the proof of the fact) $ maps onto gY’ by the above morphism 
if L is of the form {ntZiskl !~kn}U{l}, 
A similar reasoning is applied for s” (map to (A f)). Cl 
Remark. The mar $ +gY (resp. 3’) is coordinatized, being a projection of the 
matrix to a diagonal block. 
ct 9.5. 8 is a homomotyjhic image of sc3), i’ and i’. 
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Proof. For g(3) define 
with 
Sk, 6 Sk, ’ 
kd+ 1 = >I Sk i, j variable with 0 5 iS j 5 n k=j+l 
s= fi Sk, R=[fi s,10 
and 
D= [k~,sk~owzl]. 
In i’ an arbitrary element is of the form 
WWds {&~,X(a2~2~~ . ..v (R,,, x,,), 1)) where (Ri, Xi) E S”; 
define a morphism i’ +$ by sending this element to 
with $=x1, L = {x1,x2, . . . . x,,, l}, R = RI, D= Ul=, Rk. (This is easiest to under- 
-Y 
stand by considering i’ and 8 as homomorphic mages of s’: then the above 
-9 
element of 3’ has the pictorial representation 
which makes it look more closely like an element of 8.) 
Similarly define 
with s=xl, R=(l,x,, ,..., x2,x,}, L=L1 and n=ut=,Lk. 
It is a straightforward calculation to check that these functions are surmor- 
phisms. El 
All these morphisms are coordinatized, in the sense tha,t hey are defined by 
elementary transformations performed on the coordinates of the semigroups. 
9.4. Property of the morphism 8-6 
If sES satisfies Q+b- - sa, (a, b ,z I), and if 3 E 8 nmps onto s, then 
(i.e. the torsion threshold is increased from a to a+ 2b, 
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while the torsion period stajs 6). In particular, the inverse image of an idempotent 
satisfia 8 = & If b z 2, then 3” 2b = s’+ b. 
roof. By induction One proves that for kr: 2: 
Then, if sa+b =sa, we have (denoting 
(a ; ;)=(;; ; i)): 
R a+3b=R’(&S ,..., Sa+2b-1,Sa+2b,...,Sa+3b-1) 
and 
=R* (1,S,...,Sa'2b-1)=Ra+2b (and Similarly for La+ 3b); 
D a+3b=DUL l (1, s, . . . , Sa+2b-2,Sa+2b-1, . . . , Sa+3b-2} l R
=DUL* (I,S,...rSa’2b-2) l R=Da+Zb 
(since sa+2b- 1 _-sa+b- 1, ... ,sa+3b-2 ,p+2b-2 if bz 1). 
If bZ2, a s?ilar reasoning shows that Da+a=Da+t), etc. 
Now, since S is a subsemigroup of the above matrix semigroup the proposition 
follows. izl 
Propositiua 9.7. The morphism 8 +S is injective when restricted to .&classes of 4. 
Proof. By calculating one shows that 
iff Rs=RI, Ls=LI, Ds=Dr,, s=#t. Hence, if two elements of 8 are X+quivalent 
and have the same image in S (i.e. s= t) then they are equal. 0 
9.5. $ is finite-pabove 
Proposition 9.8. $ is finite-fabove. 
. Let 3, k 8 be such that S+ z We want o show thzt there are only finitely 
many such elements 7 for a given S; since #sY ?, (3% J E SU { I}) s=Xij? 
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In matrix representation: 
From these we obtain D,=~~UL,R,UD,UL,tR,UL,R,uD,, which implies 
D* I; Ds. Hence given 3, there are oniy~nitely many choices for D, (since D, is a 
finite set). However, for elements in S, we have t E R,UL, 5; D,; hence there are 
only finitely many choices for R,, L, and t. Cl 
9.6. Subgroups of 8 
The situation is idytical to the one described already for S(j), i’ and 2?? 
The subgroups of S are exactly the finite subgroups of S; the morphism S+S is 
injective when restricted to subgroups. Every finite subgroup 9 of S is the isomor- 
phic copy, under the above morphism, of a subgroup G of S. 
For @ we can choose the set of elements of S of the form 
G’ 1 G' , 
g I@. 
E& 
where g ranges over G. This is indeed a group since (denoting GU { 1) = G’): 
The properties of S, and the previously described expansions, are summarized in 
the next section. 
10. pamsions that are finite-pabove - Summary of properties 
Before summarizing what we have proved about St3), S’, 2? and S we give a 
few more properties that are independent of the particular constructions. 
Subsemigroups and finite direct products of semigroups that are jinite- 
f-above are also finite-f-above. 
The proof is straightforward. 
e A semigroup element x is torsion iff @a, b > 0): 2 + ’ = XT 
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A semZgroup morphism @ : T+S is torsion if the inverse image of any torsion 
element of S is a set of torsion elements of T. 
mark. If @ : T +S is a torsion surmorphism, then the inverse image of a finite 
cyclic subgroup Z, r; S contains a finite cyclic subgroup Zk 5 Tsuch that H, = (Z&L 
Proof. Let z E Z, be a generator of Z,, rS and let t E T be such that (t)@ = 2. Since 
Cp is a torsion morphism, t generates a finite cyclic subsemigroup (t ) of T, which 
has a minimal ideal & (for some k). Moreover surmorphisms preserve minimal 
ideals, i.e. (h&b is the minimal ideal of ((t ))@ = Z,, hence (Z$)# = Z, (since E, is its 
own minimal ideal). 
Proposition 10.2. Let q : S-G be a torsion morphism and assume s is finite-f- 
above. Then all .%classes of s are trivial iff S has no finite non-trivial groups. 
[Remark. By what was proved in earlier sections, this proposition applies if for 
S we take Sf3), S’, e or S. E.g. if S = (Z, +) (the integers under addition), the pro- 
position says that Z is &trivial. 
Proof. (a) Suppose S is &trivial. If (by contradiction) S contains a nontrivial finite 
group, and hence a non-trivial finite cyclic group &, then (by the remark following 
the definition of torsion morphisms) S contains a cyclic group which maps onto 
H,; this contradicts the assumption that S is titrivial. 
( e) Suppose S contains no finite group (except possibly singleton groups); equi- 
valently: S contains no finite cyclic groun. Then S contains no finite cyclic groups 
(by the proof of (=$)), and hence no finite groups. 
Let R be an &class of $ we want to show that R is a singleton. Suppose from 
now on that S is finite-pabove; let j be the fclass of S which contains A, and 
consider the semigroup {XE S 1 ~+f} U (0) (if the product of two elements in the 
set falls strictly below % in the Forder, let the product be 0). This semigroup is 
finite (since S is finite-fabove) and contains R, but actually R is an *class of 
{R&~Zzg~)O, since the elements of S which produce the right Schtitzenberger 
group of 17 are all zYf (see [6] or (121 for the definition of the Schiitzenberger 
group). 
Moreover, {RE S 1 R+$}* contains no non-trivial group (since it is finite and S 
contains no finite group); therefore &classes of {XE S 1 X+J}* are trivial (since it 
is a finite semigroup, and for finite semigroups ‘group-trivial’ implies ‘Xtrivial’). 
Hence R is a singleton. Cl 
IO. I. Elementary projective limit 
We prove now that if S is finite-yabove and finitely generated, then S is an 
‘elementary’ projective limit of finite semigroups: We already defined ‘projective 
limit’ in subsection 7.6. The projective limit is elementary if all the semigroups and 
morphisms in tjne sequence are Rees quotients and Rees quotient morphisms (see [6] 
or [12] for definitions). Precisely this amounts to: 
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Let S be a semigroup, and let S = 1Y 2 1r ;E ... 2 & 2 . . . (k E ct)) be a descending 
chain of ideals such that n,,, 1, = 0. 
Consider then the Rees quotients S/& (k~ w), and the morphisms ik: S/I,+ I +S& 
(defined by (2&=x if XES-I’, (x&=0 if xd,&J{O}). If nkEJ=O, then 
,s’= proj lim ik S/Ik v s/r,,, -{a), 
k-w > 
where O denotes the all-zero sequence of the projective limit. 
Proposition 10.3. If S is finite-y-above andfinitely generated, then S is an elemen- 
tary projective limit of finite semigroups: . 
S = proj lim S/& *S/Ik+ l 
> 
- { 6) where (Vk E w): S/I, is finite. 
k-w 
We can clioose Ik = (XE S 1 (x)hg 2 k}, where hY is the f-height function of S 
(which exists if S is finite-$&ove). (See Section 3 for the definition of hf.) 
Proof. Let & = {XE S 1 (x)hY 2 k}; for k E o; we have to show that (Vk E w): S/I, is 
finite, if S is finite-pabove and finitely generated. This will be done essentially by 
induction on k. We first need two lemmas. 
Lemma 10.4. If u semigroup S is finitely generated, then each element of S is zY- 
below a maximal +lass, and there only finitely many maximal $Qlrrsses. 
Proof. Let A E S be a finite set of generators for S; since A generates S, every 
element of S is +-below some element of A (which is finite). Hence there are at 
most (A 1 maximal YUasses. 0 
Lemma 10.5. Suppose S is a finitely generated semigroup, and let I be a right ideal 
(or a left ideal) of S whose complement S - I is finite. Then I is finite& generated 
(as a semigroup). 
roof. Assume I is a right ideal; the ‘left’ case is proved dually. 
Let A be a finite subset of S such that S=(A). We shall prove that I is generated 
(as a semigroup) by In ((S - 1). A U (S - I) l A l (S - I)) (which is a finite set, since 
S-I and A are finite sets). 
Let s= ny=, ai be an elemeht of the ideal I. Consider the sequence (a,, . . . , a,,), 
and read it from left to right; let kl be the first place where nt ai is in I (i.e. 
421 *a* 6&,._$S-& a1 l a* &, _ rak, E I). Now start over again: let k2 be the next time 
the product @.k, +, ai falls into 1, etc. 
So, the sequence (al, . . . , a,) witt! ny=, Ui = s E I is broken up into subsequences: 
(a 1, . . ..a.)==((q ro~*,Qic,)~(ak,+~~~**,ak~),***,(ak,_,+1,***,ak,)~(Qky+1~*oo~a~~) 
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such that 
and with the remainder: akU + 1 l a, E S - I. 
This shows that SE I is a product gf elements 
and 
aku-,t 1 “‘~k,-l’ak,‘ak,tl l a=d7ndn(S-r)4a (s-r); 
this last product belongs to I if 1 is a right ideal (since akU_, + 1 . . . ak, E I). q 
we can now show (by induction on k) that S- Ik is finite and that rk is finitely 
generated, as a semigroup, WE o. 
For k = 1: S-I, is finite since it is the union of the maximal 3classes of S (by 
Lemma 10.4 there are only finitely many maximal Fclasses in S, and since S is 
finite-fabove each of these Fclasses is finite). 
Also: 1r is finitely generated (by Lemma 10.5, since S is finitely generated, and 
since S- 1r is finite as we just proved). 
Assume the property for k (i.e. S- Ik is finite and Ik is finitely generated as a 
semigroup). Then S - & + 1 is the union of S - rk and the maximal @lasses of Ik; 
S- Ik is finite (by induction hypothesis); the maximal &lasses of Ik are finite 
(since S is finite-fabove) and finite in number (by Lemma 10.4, since Ik is a 
finitely generated semigroup by inductive hypothesis). 
Ik + 1 is finitely generated (as a semigroup) by Lemma 10.5, since S is finitely 
generated, and since S-I,., 1 is finite (as we just proved). 
This proves the inductive assumption for k + 1. 0 
Remark. In any case (even if the set of generators i  not finite): S is residually finite 
if it is finite-pabove. (Indeed then Srr flJYclars {ES x+J}~, i.e. S is a sub- 
direct product of these Rees quotients, which are finite if S is finite-pabove). 
10.2. Summary of properties 
Theorem 10.6. There exist semigroup expansions (T) with the fohowing properties: 
(1) 3 is finite-f-above (this implies that ail f-, $6, .Y’, .#Wases, all subgroups 
and all left- or right-stabilizers of eIeme:jts S are finite; it also implies the existence 
of the $-height function hg). 
(2) S is finite* s is finite; S is finitely generated by the finite set A * SA (the cut- 
down to generators A) is an elementary projective limit of finite semigroqps. 
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(3) s and the morphism qs : s +S ate cootdinatized: 
(a) For the expansions Zg and 2:: 
.!&(E,*S)~E, and &E,r(S:E,) 
where E1, E2 are semilattices of the form (Pf(X), U) (if S is infinite, S = 1 El I= 1 Ez I); 
and t;ts is the iprojection onto S, restricted to s. 
(b) For the expansion T3), s (3)s 03(S, S, S) (where Q denotes the concatenation 
product); elements of g(3) cun be represented usupper triangular 3x 3 matrices 
over the semiring (4pf(S’ xS’ x S’), U, 0) of the form 
and qs is the projection onto the diagonal coordinates. 
(c) For the expansion A : $ is u homomorphic image of gt3j, i’ and ? (and the 
motphi&msAare defined in terms of the cootdinatizutions of these expansions). 
Moreover Scun be represented as lower triangular 3x 3 matrices over the semiting 
(P#?), U,e) of the form 
100 
( > R s 0 DLl 
and qs is the projection onto the diagonal coordinate E S. 
(4) If @)qs = s and s satisfies o +’ = so (a, b 2: I), then S satisfies Jo+ 3b = So’ 2b (in 
the case of the expansions A, $ and Z$; in the case of -(3), S satisfies 
S30+3b=S30+2b 
); this impiies that qs is injective when restricted to subgroups of s. 
If br2, then 3 satisfim 8°‘U=so+b in the (expansion A. Moreover (in the cuse of 
& 1: and $), qs is injective when restricted to #-classes of s. 
(5) The subgroups of s ate exactly the finite subgroups of S; qs is injective when 
restricted to groups, and for every finite subgroup G of S there exists a subgroup 
if of s such that G = (e)qs. 
(6) Every #-class of Ip is a singleton iff S contains no finite group (except possibly 
singleton groups). 
[Remark. Properties (l), (2), (3) and (6) express that s is ‘nicely’ structured (which 
makes the expansion useful), while properties (3), (4) and (5) show that !? is ‘close’ 
to S.] 
roof. (1) See Proposition 7.8 for -(3), Proposition 8.14 for $,, Proposition 9.8 
for A (the right stabilizer of an element Se S is by definition {lee !? 1 Se R =S}). 
(2) Proved in Proposition 10.3 & is finitely generated if S is finitely generated 
by A, That s is finite if S is finite follows immediately from the definition of -9, 
-5% A, -(3) etc. 
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(3) See Fact 7.4 for *(3), Proposition 8.2 and 8.14 for $ and $, Facts 9.2 and 
9.3 for A. 
(4) See Corollary 7.10 for -(3), Fact 8.9 and Proposition 8.14 for $ and $, 
Proposition 9.7 for A. 
(5) See Fact 7.12 for A(3), Proposition 8.10 for 1: and Z;, Subsection 9.4 for 
A. 
(6) Proved in Proposition 10.2. Cl 
10.7. The following picture shows how various expansions are related. 
/ , 
(The expansions m Y9 m 9 are defined in [l] and [3], the expansions -9, -2 are 
defined in [9], [3] and [ 11.) 
10.3. Open problems 
(1) Does there exist expandons such that the height function hf is defined on $ 
and for which qs preserves torsion equations (i.e., if s E S satisfies sas b = so, and if 
s = Qqs, then ~7 also satisfies Sa+b =s”)? 
In our constructions s is Rnite-pabove (which is better than just havLg existence 
of h,); however torsion equations are not preserved (instead we have the weaker 
property (4) of the Theorem 10.6). 
(2) Does there exist expansions (or is every semigroup S the homomorphic image 
of a semigroup s) such that s contains only finite cyciic groups (no matter what 
subgroups S has) and such that qs is ‘bounded torsion’ (i.e. the inverse image of 
a bounded-torsion subsemigroup of S is a bounde&torsion subsemigroup of s)? In 
particular, can everyflnite group be written as the homomorphic of a bounded tor- 
sion semigroup whose maximal subgroups are cyclic? This is connected tothe Burn- 
side problems (see [6] for definitions). 
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Our constructions preserve all finite groups, but qs is better than just ‘bounded- 
torsion’. 
Part I of [9] contains aconstruction where S contains only finite cyclic groups, 
but there qs is only torsion (not bounded torsion). 
An answer to question (1) would be useful in the study of the word problem 
x” =x”+ ’ (see [9]); we conjecture that the ‘free’ aperiodic k-generated semigroup 
satisfying the identity x” =x”+ ’ does not have $. 
An anwer to (2) would have applications in formal anguage theory (see IS]), and 
probably in combinatorial group theory and complexity heory of finite semigroups. 
III. Applications of expansions that are finite+above 
Several uses of the above xpansions exist and will be given in papers [ 11, [2], (31, 
[S] and [8], which are in preparation. 
[3] generalizes the Krohn-Rhodes theorem to infinite semigroups u ing a global 
version of Zeiger’s proof (holonomy decomposition); it also proves the Synthesis 
theorem (which combines the Krohn-Rhodes theorem and Rees’ theorem). 
[l] and [2] show that every semigroup S divides a regular semigroup SR having 
the same subgroup: and a similar ideal structure; moreover if S is finite-pabove 
(e.g. replace S by S), then SR will be finite-3above (except that SR has a zero 0 
which has infinitely many elements-fabove). 
[7] then uses this to prove the Synthesis theorem with better properties. 
[8] characterizes formal anguages whose semigroup is torsion or aperiodic, by in- 
troducing limits of finite automata. Approximation theorems for arbitrary 
languages over a finite alphabet by regular languages are given. 
storical note 
Semigroup expansions were first used by John Rhodes in complexity theory of 
semigroups (for an exposition see 14, Chapter XII] by Tilson). 
The expansions Sc3), . . . , Scn), . . . were the first known expansions that are finite- 
pabove and that are ‘close’ to S; they were introduced by J. Rhodes as a tool for 
generalizing the Krohn-Rhodes theorem to infinite semigroups ( ee Part III of this 
paper); they were inspired by an earlier construction, denoted St2), due to Karsten 
Henckell, who also proved the property of inverse images of idempotents under 
S12> +S (Pact 7 2) S(*) is useful in complexity theory, but it is not finite-#-above, 
The concatenitibn product 02 was introduced by M.P. Schiitzenberger [lo], and 
generalized to 0n by 
the fact that $?@ ’ @= (3 
Straubing 11 11. The connection between s(2) and 02, and 
in) TN )s were observed by J. Rhodes. General associativity of
the concatenation product cut down to generators is due to J.C. 
Proposition 10.3, which is applied to formal anguage theory in [8], is due to J. 
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Rhodes. Preservation of all finite groups (Subsection 7.9, and H-triviality of the 
expansion if S is finite-group trivial (Proposition 10.2), were proved by J.C. Birget, 
who also constructed the expansions -9, -9, $, Z$ and A. 
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